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Legendary Harlem Globetrotters slamdunk at the UN, with message that
brings families, nations together
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You don’t have to be from New York or even the
United States to be a Harlem Globetrotter. Yet in
the team's 93-year history, less than two dozen
players have been born overseas, UN News learned,
during an impromptu visit by the legendary
basketball role models to UN Headquarters this
week.
SDGs

Four in five adolescents failing to
exercise for even 60 minutes a day, UN
health agency warns
An alarming lack of exercise among adolescents
across the world risks seriously compromising their
health into adulthood, the UN said on Thursday.
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Health

Ebola in DR Congo: New transmission
chain risks reversing major gains
Amid multiple deadly attacks on civilians by armed
groups in the eastern Democratic Republic of the
Congo (DRC), an Ebola death “unlinked to any
chain of transmission” risks reversing major gains
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against the epidemic, which is now down to just a
handful of cases, a top UN medic said on Friday.
Health

Independent rights experts sound
alarm at Iran protest crackdown,
internet blackout
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Reports of killed and maimed demonstrators, and a
continuing nationwide internet shutdown in Iran’s
now week-long protests are of “grave concern”, and
the Government and authorities must ensure rights
of expression and opinion are protected, a UN
group of independent experts said on Friday.
Human Rights

Deadly life at sea: UN partners spotlight
depths of danger in fishing industry
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There is a clear link between the seedy underbelly
of the seafood industry, and fishers’ safety, now
ranked as the second deadliest profession in the
world; and more must be done to ensure people
dependent on this type of labour are working in
safe conditions, UN partners urged on Thursday.
SDGs

Missile strike kills at least 12 civilians,
including children, in Syria’s Idlib: UN
humanitarians
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Violence in Syria continues to kill and maim
civilians with reports that missiles fired into
settlements for people fleeing conflict in the
country’s northwest on Wednesday night, killed at
least 12 people and wounded dozens more,
including children, UN humanitarians said on
Thursday.
Peace and Security

Political consensus critical ahead of
Somalia election: UN mission chief
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With Somalia scheduled to hold “one-person, onevote” elections next year, leaders must act now to
break the “stalemate” between the central
government and federal member states, the top UN
official in the country told the Security Council on
Thursday.
Peace and Security

Young activists do the talking as UN
marks World Children’s Day
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Children were both seen and heard in the UN
General Assembly on Wednesday, World
Children’s Day, during a celebration
to commemorate 30 years since the adoption of a
milestone treaty that protects their rights.
Human Rights

Israeli settlements remain ‘flagrant
violation’ of international law, UN
envoy tells Security Council
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Regardless of any national policy declarations,
Israeli settlement activities are “a flagrant violation
under international law”, the UN Special
Coordinator for the Middle East Peace Process
spelled out to the Security Council on Wednesday.
Peace and Security

UN updates guidelines to ensure
successful return to civilian life for
former combatants
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Increasing hurdles which prevent former
combatants from returning to a peaceful civilian
life have prompted the UN to update its standard
practices, in an effort to ensure they remain “fitfor-purpose for years to come”.
Peace and Security

Reconciliation helps ‘repair fractures’,
enable lasting peace, Security Council
hears
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The UN Security Council this Tuesday has been
debating what one activist labeled “the toughest
and arguably most important part of the peacebuilding cycle”: reconciliation.
Peace and Security

‘Three-country crisis’ across central
Sahel puts whole generation at risk,
warns UN food agency
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Violent attacks by extremists “almost every day” in
the Sahel nations of Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso
have displaced nearly one million people and
caused emergency levels of malnutrition, UN
humanitarians have said.
Humanitarian Aid

UNICEF reports uneven progress in 30
years of child rights treaty
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Although the world has made historic gains over
the past three decades in improving children’s
lives, urgent action is required if the poorest
children are to feel the impact, a new UN report
published on Monday warns.
Human Rights

Libya ‘in race against time’, but
dissolving conflict ‘a realistic prospect’,
Security Council hears
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A recent resurgence of violence in
Tripoli, means Libya is “ever more in a race against
time” to reach peace, however, agreeing the way
forward to ending the conflict “is a realistic
prospect”, the top UN official in the country told
the Security Council on Monday.

Peace and Security

Anti-terror measures against
youngsters’ online posts ‘linked to spike
in child detention globally’
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Around 7.2 million children are detained around
the world, 5.4 million of them in institutions,
rights experts said on Monday, highlighting
“aggressive” State counterterrorism measures for
the spike in youngsters held for alleged links with
armed conflict or national security concerns based
on their social media posts.
Human Rights

‘Transformational benefits’ of ending
outdoor defecation: Why toilets matter
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Ending the practice of defecating in the open,
rather than in a toilet, will have “transformational
benefits” for some of the world’s most vulnerable
people, says the UN’s partner sanitation body, the
WSSCC (Water Supply and Sanitation
Collaborative Council).
Health

